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Previous research has shown that if countries “merge”, (i.e. move to centralized policy 
choices) the effect is to reduce lobbying. However empirical evidence suggests that this is not 
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will always have an effect on policy decision. Under centralization, if lobbies form, lobby 
competition may completely offset their influence on policy; however it is possible that the 
threat of lobbying may affect policy even when no lobby forms in equilibrium. Finally, when 
lobbying affects policy (even if no lobby forms in equilibrium), the political equilibrium is 
always more moderate than the one where lobbying is not taken into account. 
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 1. Introduction
This paper studies the eﬀect that policy centralization has on lobbying. Previous research has shown that
if countries ”merge”, (i.e. move to centralized policy choices) the eﬀect is to reduce lobbying. The reason
for this result, known in the literature as preference dilution eﬀect, is due to the fact that, given that
preference heterogeneity increases under centralization, there is a smaller role in determining policy for
politically important groups in each of the countries, and this renders decision making less responsive to
factional interests, which dilutes the incentive to lobby, (see among others de Melo, Panagariya, Rodrik
(1993)).This kind of argument was also used by Madison (1787) in The Federalist Papers in support of
a ”well constructed Union” of American States1.
However there are many other theoretical explanations why centralization might in fact increase the
eﬀectiveness of lobbying. For example, a decentralized system of policy making allows for competition
among jurisdictions. Under a centralized system, on the other hand, policy makers are essentially mo-
nopolists and if a special interest manages to capture the regulator, there might be no recourse for those
parties that are adversely aﬀected. Also, merging two jurisdictions and centralizing the policy making
process might well have the eﬀect of expanding the scope for lobbying. In particular a group in one
jurisdiction may induce the central policy maker to redistribute resources away from parties in another
jurisdiction; this type of redistribution will simply be not possible if the jurisdictions are completely
independent. Also empirical evidence suggests that centralization does not necessarily reduce lobbying:
the US has very strong lobby groups at the federal level, and the number of registered lobbies at the
European Union level has rapidly increased in the past recent years. Moreover, in a recent empirical
study Fisman and Gatti (2002), Root (1999) and Treisman (1999) found evidence of a negative correla-
tion between decentralization and corruption. In Italy, after the ”tangentopoli”2 political scandal erupted
into national politics in 1992, the number of voters in favour of decentralization grew exponentially such
that the Northern League, the newly born party whose main political manifesto was the division of Italy
into three regions, gained more than 15% of votes in the North of Italy.
This paper attempts to provide an explanation for this evidence by developing a two-jurisdiction
political economy model of endogenous lobby formation and public good provision under policy cen-
tralization and policy decentralization,3 where the public good provision choices can be aﬀected by the
1The smaller the society, the fewer probably will be the distinct parties and interests composing it; the fewer the distinct
parties and interests, the more frequently the majority be found of the same party; and the smaller the number of individuals
composing a majority, and the smaller the compass within which they are placed, the more easily will they concert and
execute their plans of oppression. Extend the sphere, and you take in a greater variety of parties and interests; you make it
less probable that a majority of the whole will have a common motive to invade the rights of the other citizens; or if such
a common motive exists, it will be more diﬃcult for all who feel it to discover their own strenght and to act in unison with
each other (Hamilton and others, (1787), p.22).
2Translation from italian: town of bribes.
3The role played by the level of government responsible for a policy decision in aﬀecting the policy outcome has been
broadly studied since Oates (1972). Recent works on centralization and policy outcomes in a political economy framework
are due to Besley and Coate (2003) and Lockwood (2002).
2pressure of endogenously formed lobbies.4 In particular we address the following questions. Are citizens
more likely to organize a lobby if policy decisions are taken at a central or local level? And, once a lobby
exists, in which case does it have more inﬂuence on policy? Moreover, is the lobby’s size aﬀected by the
degree of centralization of the government in charge of the policy?
As far as we know 5, despite the fact that this is an important political issue, there is only one
paper by Bardhan and Mookherjee (2000) investigating the relationship between centralization and lobby
formation. However, their paper takes a diﬀerent approach to this paper; two political parties set a policy
to maximise the probability of winning the election, a lobby (the number and size of lobbies is ﬁxed to
one) funds campaign spending by the two parties and this spending in turn aﬀects the voting behaviour
of ”uninformed” electorate.
We model the political process following a simpliﬁed version of the citizen-candidate approach due
to Besley and Coate(1997), and Osborne and Slivinski (1996), where policy makers are elected citizens
who select the preferred policy choice that maximizes their utility. We describe lobbies’ behavior using
the menu-auction6 model of Bernheim and Whinston (1986) and Dixit, Grossman and Helpman (1997).
However this paper diﬀers from these models in some respects. First, the citizen-candidate model assumes
that the ﬁrst stage of the political process is the entry of the candidates before elections; we do not model
candidate entry but we assume that there is an exogenous set of candidates available. Second, the citizen
candidate model assumes that citizens vote strategically for their preferred candidate; here the assumption
is that they vote sincerely. Third, the menu auction approach models the activity of exogenous lobby
groups that try to inﬂuence the policy choice toward their preferred policy choice by oﬀering contributions
to the policy-maker; we do not take the lobbies as given but we model a lobby formation stage7.
Our model is very stylized; there are two jurisdictions, two types of citizens with heterogeneous
preferences in each jurisdiction, and one type of citizen is common to both jurisdictions. Policy decisions
can be centralized or decentralized. In the ﬁrst case there exists only one government elected by residents
in the two jurisdictions; in the latter case each jurisdiction selects a government which decides the policy
independently from the other government. After elections determine the identity of the policy-maker (the
government), citizens may form a lobby with citizens of their group and “bribe” the policy maker.
We measure the extent of lobbying in two ways: i) the number of lobbies formed under centralization
and decentralization; ii) their impact on the policy decision; and we compare the outcomes under policy
centralization and policy decentralization.
We show that lobbies are more likely to form when preference heterogeneity among groups is high
4The role of lobbies in aﬀecting policy outcome has been recognized both by political scientists and economists and it
has lead to a vast literature. Recently economists have started investigating the process of lobby formation (Felli and Merlo
(2006), Mitra (1999), Leaver and Makris (2000) and its relationship with the political process (Felli and Merlo, (2006)
Besley and Coate (2001)).
5After the ﬁrst draft of this paper another paper by Bordignon, Colombo and Galmarani (2003) addressing endogenous
lobbying and ﬁscal federalism was written. For a detailed survey of the subject see Lockwood (2004)
6Felli and Merlo (2006) use the citizen- candidate model to explore lobby formation. However the focus of their paper
is on the bargaining process between lobbyists and policy maker and its consequences on policy outcomes.
7Besley and Coate (2001) study the impact of lobbies on political competition and policy outcome combining the citizen-
candidate model with the menu-auction model, but in a model with endogenous entry of candidates and with respect to
the central level of government only.
3and when minorities are large. Both results seem to support the idea that lobbying is higher under
centralization where we expect both higher preference heterogeneity and groups of bigger size. However,
it is also true that lobbying is less likely to form when citizens are divided into many diﬀerent groups.
We think that these aspects should make lobbying less likely to occur under centralization, where it is
more likely that population is more fragmented. Moreover, we show that it is more likely that lobbying
will be able to inﬂuence policy decisions more under decentralization, where it is easier for an extreme
group to be more inﬂuent.
Three main results emerge from our analysis. The ﬁr s tr e s u l ti st h a tl o b b y i n gm a t t e r s .C o m p a r e d
to the benchmark case, the version of the model without lobbying, the identity of the policy maker and
the policy outcome can be diﬀerent from what we observe in a model where lobbying is not taken into
account, even when we have equilibrium with no lobbies.
The second result is that centralization matters. Lobbying is aﬀected by the level of government who
decides the policy. However the eﬀect is ambiguous, contrary to the idea of a preference dilution eﬀect;
we present examples where lobbying is higher under centralization and examples where the opposite is
true.
The third result is that the extent of lobbying depends on the type of measure used to compare
centralization and decentralization. For example we present scenarios where centralization determines
higher lobbying from the point of view of resources spent by the lobbyists, but the eﬀects on policy are
smaller, and where the opposite is also true.
The paper is organized as follows. The ﬁrst section brieﬂy describes the economic environment and
the model. The second section presents a simpliﬁed version of the model where lobbying is not taken
into account, we will refer at this case as the benchma r k .I nt h et h i r ds e c t i o nw ep r e s e n ta n dd i s c u s st h e
three deﬁnitions of lobbying we use, followed by the analysis. Conclusions and possible extensions are in
the last part of the paper.
2. The Model
There are two jurisdictions A and B with the same population size n. Residents are identical in their
income (normalized to unity) and consume a private good and a public good or service but they diﬀer
with respect to their preferences over the public good level provided by the government, as described
below.
Output, Y , is identical in each region and is produced from labor, which is inelastically supplied by
each individual in an amount equal to unity. The production technology is assumed to be linear in total
labor inputs, and without loss of generality, units are normalized so that the wage rate is unity. It follows
that Y = n.
Output is used for private consumption and for the provision of the public good. The marginal
rate of transformation between private consumption and the public good in production is assumed to be,
4without loss of generality, equal to unity.
With decentralization, provision of the public good in each region, gk, k = A,B, is funded by a
proportional income tax levied at rate tk, which is assumed to be the only ﬁscal instrument available.8
The level of private consumption for an individual residing in jurisdiction k is then pi
k =1−tk,k= A,B,
and public good provision gk = tkn. With centralization, t = tA = tB, so g = gA = gB =2 tn.
Each citizen i has quasilinear preferences over private consumption xi





i,g k),k = A,B. (2.1)
where h(.) is strictly concave and single peaked. The θ term is a public good preference parameter deﬁned
in [0,1], with citizens with higher θ
0s having higher evaluation of the public good. For convenience to the
model, in what follows we will assume h(θ
i,g k)=θ
i lngk,k = A,B.
There are three types of citizens ω = L,M,H. If a citizen i has preference type ω, his valuation of
the public good is θ
i = θω with θL <θ M <θ H. Note that we use superscripts to refer to the preference
parameters of individuals, and subscripts to refer to the preference parameters of types. Let the set of
citizens of preference type ω be Nω, and let the number be #Nω = nω.
In each jurisdiction two types of citizens reside, L and M in A,a n d ,M and H in B. The reason why
we introduce this assumption is that we want to pick up the fact that if the two jurisdictions decide to
centralize policy making decision by forming a union, the outcome will be a jurisdiction of bigger size and
higher preference heterogeneity. In jurisdiction A there are therefore nL citizens of type L and nM(A)
citizens of type M and, in jurisdiction B, nH citizens of type H and nM(B) citizens of type M. Therefore
in the case of centralization, the union will be formed by nL citizens of type L, nM =nM(A)+ nM(B)
citizens of type M and nH citizens of type H.
The level of the public good is chosen by a policy maker elected by plurality voting over a set of
candidates in which each type of citizen is represented. All citizens have a vote they may use for one of
the candidates, the candidate with most votes is the winner. Moreover in the event of ties, the winner
is randomly chosen from among the candidates with most votes. In the case where no candidate gets at
least one vote the default policy zero public good is selected. Elections are local or central depending on
the level of government responsible for the policy. If the policy choice is decentralized each jurisdiction
elects a policy maker; if it is centralized the two jurisdictions elect a common representative.
Unlike Besley and Coate (1997) and Osborne and Slivinski (1996), we do not model candidate entry
but we assume that there is a single candidate for each type of citizen.9 Simultaneously and independently
citizens vote sincerely for the candidate who maximizes their utility, anticipating her policy behavior, and
anticipating lobbying activities. We denote by P the preference type of the winner, where PA ∈ {L,M}
and PB ∈ {M,H}, under decentralization and P ∈ {L,M,H} under centralization. In making their
8Although our model accounts for preference heterogeneity, preferences are unobservable and thus taxes cannot
be conditioned on them, even though policymakers may have full information about the distribution of preferences.
9This is possible, for example, if we assume the the cost of becoming a condidate is very low.
5voting decisions, citizen i chooses P so as to maximize his expected utility, anticipating lobbying and
policy choice.
Once elected, the winning candidate can be lobbied by endogenously determined groups formed by
citizens with the same preferences. The lobbying activity in this model is the exercise of political inﬂuence
over government’s economic policy decision through contributions after elections. We now describe the
lobbying stage in more detail.
After elections, all non-elected citizens simultaneously decide whether or not to become a member of
a lobby with citizens having the same preferences, i.e. of the same preference type. We can think of this
stage as a subscription stage, where each citizen simultaneously oﬀers his contribution schedule and agrees
on equally sharing part of the ﬁxed cost K with the other citizens of the same type. At the end of this
stage each citizen can observe the subscriptions by the other members and decide accordingly. We assume
that a lobby is formed if all non-elected citizens of the same group have decided to contribute and not
otherwise. This rule is assumed to overcome the well-known free rider problem with lobby formation10.
By deﬁnition, with centralization, there are three possible lobbies, l = L,M,H, and with decentral-
ization, there are four possible lobbies overall, two in each jurisdiction, l = L,M in A, and l = M,H in
B. Given the lobby formation rule above, the members of the lobby l are the set Sl = Nl/{P}, where P
is the policy maker. So, if a lobby forms, its size sl =# Sl is equal to nl if the policy maker is not a type
θl and nl − 1 otherwise.
At the lobbying stage, every non-elected citizen i can choose to make a contribution to the lobby l
that represents his preference. This contribution is the sum of a contribution schedule which depends on
the tax, ci(t) 1 0,a n das h a r eo ft h eﬁxed cost, K/sl. The citizen can also choose not to lobby by making
an overall contribution of zero. Deﬁne the indicator λ
i =1if i chooses to lobby, and λ
i =0otherwise.
We can now state the lobby formation rule more formally. If for all i ∈ NL/{P},λ
i =1 , then lobby L
forms, and similarly for lobby H. For lobby M, we need to distinguish centralization and decentralization.
In the ﬁrst case, citizens of type M can form only a single lobby overall; in the second case, citizens of
type M can form a lobby in each jurisdiction, depending on their residence, therefore there will be two
possible lobbies of type M . So, if lobby l forms, we set an indicator variable λl =1:otherwise, λl =0 .
Also, for future reference, deﬁne Λ = {l ∈ {L,M,H}|λl =1}, to be the set of lobbies that form in the
case of centralization and similarly, let ΛA = {l ∈ {L,M}|λl =1}, ΛB = {l ∈ {M,H}|λl =1} be the
set of lobbies that form in jurisdictions A and B in the case of decentralization.
If an agent i ∈ Nl makes contribution ci(t)+K
sl to lobby l, his utility is given by
Hi(t)=1− t + θ
i ln2tn − λl[ci(t)+K
sl] (centralization)
Hi(tk)=1− tk + θ
i lntkn − λl[ci(tk)+K
sl] (decentralization)
(2.2)
Once formed, the lobby’s objective function is the maximization of the sum of utilities of its members,
P
i∈Sl Hi, which, conditional on a given tax, t or tk, is, using (2.2):
10Other lobby formation rules, we believe, would lead to broadly the same results as ours. In the absence of some rule,
a n dw h e nt h eﬁxed cost of lobby formation is large enough, the free-rider problem is so severe that lobbies never form in












i∈Sl ci(t) and Cl(tk)=
P
i∈Sl ci(tk), are the total payment functions oﬀered by lobby l.
Finally, in the third stage of the game, the policy makers, P or Pk, implement their favorite policy
choices, t(P,Λ), in the case of centralization, or tk(Pk,Λk), in the case of decentralization, by maximizing
their utility functions, taking Cl(t) or Cl(tk) as given. The policy-maker’s utility is
HP(t)=1− t + θP ln2tn +
P
l∈Λ Cl(t) (centralization)
HPk(tk)=1− tk + θP lntkn +
P
l∈Λ Cl(tk) (decentralization) (2.4)
In solving the model with centralization and decentralization we proceed backwards. We ﬁrst characterize
the last stage of the game, policy selection, we then characterize lobbying and election.
3. The Benchmarks
In this section we present two versions of the model to use as a benchmark. We ﬁrst consider the case
where lobbying is not taken into account, and we extend the analysis to the case where lobbies are
exogenous.
3.1. Political Equilibrium without Lobbying
With no lobbying, our model simply becomes a two stage model of election and policy determination.
In the ﬁrst stage, elections determine the identity of the policy maker, who decides the policy in the
following stage. We solve this model under decentralization and under centralization and we will use
t h e s er e s u l t st oc o m p a r et h eo u t c o m ew h e nw ei n t r o duce lobbying. In what follows, when the same result
applies for decentralization, we report the result for centralization only.
Since there is no ex-ante policy commitment, the preferences of the elected policy makers will deter-
mine the policy. A type θω candidate chooses the public good level that maximizes her utility function,
which, using (2.4), and setting Cl(t)=0 , and K =0is easily calculated to be t = θω.
M o v i n gt ot h ev o t i n gs t a g e ,w ea s s u m et h a tc i t izens vote sincerely. If each group size diﬀers of more
than 1 citizen, i.e. |nω − nv| > 1, all ω,v ∈ {L,M,H}, in the case of centralization, and ω,v ∈ {L,M}
in jurisdiction A and ω,v ∈ {M,H} in jurisdiction B in the case of decentralization; it can be shown
that sincere voting is an equilibrium strategy for every citizen in the plurality voting game.11 We will
make this assumption in what follows. So, the outcome must be that in any jurisdiction, the elected
policy-maker has the preferences of the largest group in that jurisdiction.
Let the type of the majority group be m in the case of centralization (for example, if nL >
nM,n H then m = L), and let the type of the majority group in jurisdictions A,B be m(A),m(B)
respectively. The above results are summarized in the following lemma:
11This guarantees that no citizen’s vote can be pivotal, and therefore there is no incentive to deviate from sincere voting.
7Lemma 1. When lobbying is not possible, each jurisdiction elects the representative having the same
preferences as the majority group (m in the case of centralization, m(A),m(B) in the case of decentral-
ization) who implements her favorite policy choice (t∗ = θm in the case of centralization, t∗
k = θm(k) ,
k = A,B in the case of decentralization).
3.2. Political Equilibrium with Exogenous Lobbying
We now consider the case where lobbies exist but are exogenous. Of course there are several combinations
we could examine, like one, two, three or four lobbies, and also which groups lobby etc. However, we will
focus on the case where every citizen group lobbies, i.e. full-lobbying scenario. Therefore there will be
four lobbies overall under decentralization and three under centralization. The reason is that in this way
we represent the opposite case to the no-lobbying benchmark analyzed above, and so it will make sense
to compare endogenous lobbying with these two extreme cases.12
The political process has now three stages. First, citizens elect policy makers. Second, lobbies oﬀer
their contributions to the policy makers. Third, the policy makers implement their policy.
In order to characterize the equilibrium of the policy selection game, we follow Bernheim and Whin-
ston (1986) Dixit, Grossman and Helpman (1997) and Besley and Coate (2001) in assuming that each
lobby chooses a payment schedule that maximizes the utility of their members, taking as given the pay-
ment schedules oﬀered by other lobbies and anticipating policy maker’s policy choice. Since we can have
multiple equilibria, we focus on truthful equilibria.13
In truthful equilibrium, the aggregate contribution by a lobby l, conditional on a choice of tax t by
the policy-maker P, and the identity of P, exactly compensates the agent (the policy maker P)f o re v e r y
change in the tax by exactly the amount of change in the principal’s welfare, provided that the payment
both before and after the change is strictly positive. We write this aggregate contribution in the case of
centralization Cl(t;P), and the formula is
Cl(t,P)=[ t − t−l + θP ln(t−l/t)] +
X
ω∈{L,M,H}/{l}
[sω(t − t−l)+θω ln(t−l/t)], (3.1)
and is derived in the Appendix. Note that t−l is the tax that would be chosen by the policy-maker if all
lobbies but l form. These contributions compensate the policy maker for the loss of utility due to (i)
moving away from her ideal point, which corresponds to the ﬁrst expression in brackets of (3.1), and/or
(ii) the loss of the contributions paid by the other lobbyists, the second expression in brackets of (3.1).
A similar formula applies in the case of decentralization.
Given these contributions (3.1) the elected policy maker selects her preferred policy among the
set of feasible policies by maximizing her utility function, deﬁn e di n( 2 . 4 ) . A sw eh a v eq u a s i - l i n e a r
12Moreover, it turns out that when the ﬁxed cost K of lobbying is zero, all lobbies will form in equilibrium with endogenous
lobbying. So, one possible interpretation of full lobbying is that it is a special case of endogenous lobbying with zero lobbying
costs.
13These equilibria always exist and have the characteristics of being both eﬃcient and coalition proof Dixit, Grossman
and Helpman (1997), p.759.
8preferences, the policy outcome is a weighted average between policy makers and lobbyists preferences
(Dixit, Grossman and Helpman (1997)).
With full lobbying, since here every citizen is either a policy maker or a lobbyist, the policy outcome











in the case of centralization and decentralization respectively. So, no matter who is elected, the policy
outcome, will be always the same, and equal to the social optimum.
Turning to the election stage, citizens vote for the candidate who, after election, maximizes their
utility. In the case of centralization, given equilibrium taxes, and the ﬁxed set of lobbies, the payoﬀ14 of
a citizen i of type ω is




where we have used ( 2.4) and (3.2).
Since the policy choice is independent on the identity of the policy maker (from (3.2)), it is clear
f r o m( 3 . 3 )t h a tac i t i z e no ft y p eω votes for the P who is the ”cheapest” to buy, i.e. the candidate
that minimizes the amount of contributions to pay, Cω(t∗∗,P).D e ﬁne Cω(t∗∗,P(ω)) ≤ Cω(t∗∗,P), all
P = L,M,H:t h i sP(ω) is unique, given any ﬁxed ω. In general, P(ω) need not be the same as ω. Now
recall that m ∈ {L,M,H} is the majority preference group in the population i.e. nm >n ω,ω6= m. Then
it is clear that a citizen of preference type P(m) is elected. This means that the majority group is still able
to elect its preferred candidate, who is not necessarily the one sharing their ex ante policy preferences.
[This is because if citizens of type m vote for a candidate of type m, the lobby of type m will lose a
member and therefore the other members will have to bear higher costs.] However in the next Lemma we
show that under full lobbying the majority group will always prefer a candidate with its ex ante policy
preferences.
Lemma 2. Under full lobbying, the policy outcome is independent on the policy maker type and corre-
spond to the social optimum, t∗∗ and t∗∗
k , and policy makers of type P(m)=m and P(m(k))=m(k) are
selected.
.
3.3. Preference Dilution Eﬀect with Exogenous Lobbying
According to the preference dilution eﬀect the extent of lobbying increases with decentralization because
there is a larger role for politically motivated groups to inﬂuence policy; while under centralization groups
with opposite interests tend to counteract each other inﬂuence. We can now try to establish this result
using our lobbying set up, by comparing the policy outcome in the exogenous lobbying model with the
benchmark without lobbying.
14In this setting, since the lobbies exist already the ﬁx cost of lobby formation is set K=0.
9We have shown, in Lemma 1, that the policy choice in the benchmark without lobbying depends only
on preference type of the majority group (m)a n d( m(k)), and, in Lemma 2, that under full lobbying the
policy choice is independent on the identity of the policy maker and corresponds to the social optimum.
It easy to calculate the policy deviation between the benchmark without lobbying and the benchmark
with full lobbying, which under centralization is
Γc = |t∗ − t∗∗| =
¯ ¯ ¯
P













¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
nv (k)(θm − θv)
n
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯,k= A,B (3.5)
Lemma 3. With exogenous full lobbying, if the majority groups are the group with moderate preferences
for the public good (i.e. m(A)=m(B)=m= M), the policy outcome is aﬀected more under decentralization
than under centralization; the direction of the eﬀect is ambiguous otherwise.
So we see that under full lobbying the predictions of the preference dilution eﬀect are only conﬁrmed
for the case where the majority groups are moderate. In all the other possible combinations it is possible
that centralization will increase the eﬀect that lobbies excise on policy.
Moreover, previous studies, like de Melo, Panagariya, Rodrik (1993), in order to illustrate the pref-
erence dilution eﬀect analyze only the special case of one lobby in each jurisdiction, without any, even
informal, discussion about the case of more than one exogenous lobby under decentralization.
In addition, without a model of lobby formation, it is not possible to capture important aspects of
lobbying and answer other questions like, how does lobby composition change by moving to centralized
policy choice? Does the number of organized groups increases or decreases? In the remaining of the paper
we endogenize the lobbying formation and we address these additional issues, by considering diﬀerent
aspects of lobbying.
4. Endogenous Lobbying
4.1. Deﬁnition of Equilibrium
We proceed by ﬁrst describing the lobbying and tax choice. After elections, all non-elected citizens in
lobby l decide whether or not to lobby the policy maker by oﬀering contributions Cl(t,P,Λ), to move her
preferred policy choice toward their preferred policy, where
Cl(t,P,Λ)=t − t−l + θP ln(t−l/t)+
X
ω∈Λ/{l}
sω(t − t−l)+θω ln(t−l/t)
As in the benchmark with full lobbying, for any given lobby, the policy maker P maximizes her utility,













Compared to (3.3), now t depends on P, Λ. When there are no lobbies (Λ = ∅),t (P,Λ)=θP; when there
are one or more lobbies the policy choice is an average between policy maker and lobbyists’ preferences.
Now consider the lobby formation stage. From (2.2), the payoﬀ t oat y p eω if lobbies Λ form is,
under centralization,




If lobby ω does not form, a type ω gets instead an utility equal to
Hω(P,Λ/{ω})=1− t(P,Λ/{ω})+θω ln(t(P,Λ/{ω})2n). (4.3)



















Condition (4.4) represents the payoﬀsd i ﬀerence for a citizen of type ω between forming a lobby
for this group and not lobbying, given the identity of the policy maker, and given a set of lobbies
Λ/{ω} formed by other citizens. So, if ∆ω (P,Λ) ≥ 0, lobbying is preferred to non-lobbying by citizens
of type ω, given that other lobbies Λ/{ω} have formed.15 This motivates the following deﬁnition of an
equilibrium set of lobbies, given a policy-maker P.
Deﬁnition 1. With centralization, Λ∗(P) is an equilibrium set of lobbies, given P, if (i) ∆ω (P,Λ∗(P)) ≥
0, all ω ∈ Λ∗(P), and (ii) ∆ω (P,Λ∗(P) ∪ {ν}) < 0, all ν/ ∈ Λ∗(P). With decentralization, Λ∗
k(P) is an
equilibrium set of lobbies, given Pk, if (i) ∆ω (Pk,Λ∗
k(Pk)) ≥ 0, all ω ∈ Λ∗
k(Pk), and (ii) ∆ω (Pk,Λ∗
k(Pk) ∪ {ν}) <
0, all ν/ ∈ Λ∗
k(Pk).
This is, lobbying choices are Nash equilibrium ones: at the equilibrium, those who lobby are better
oﬀ lobbying than not, given the decisions of others, and vice versa.
At the ﬁrst stage of the game, each citizen makes his voting decision voting sincerely among the
set of candidates, anticipating lobbying and policy choice. If we substitute the equilibrium set of lobbies
Λ∗(P) into Hω(P,Λ) in (4.2) we get the following indirect utility function dependent only on P:
Hω(P) ≡ Hω(P,Λ∗(P)) (4.5)
15If we set Λ = {ω}, (4.4) becomes the condition for a citizen of type ω to form a lobby when no other group lobbies. If
Λ includes types other than {ω} (4.4) becomes the lobbying condition for a citizen of type ω, given that other lobbies exist.
On the other hand, if ∆ω (P,Λ ∪ {ν}) < 0 for some type ν, then citizens of that type do not want to form a lobby given
that lobbies Λ already exist.
11So, now sincere voting means that a citizen of type ω will vote for the P that maximizes Hω(P):let
this be P(ω). In general, P(ω) need not be the same as ω. Recall that m ∈ {L,M,H} is the majority
preference group in the population i.e. nm >n ω,ω6= m. Then it is clear that a citizen of preference
type P(m) is elected.
We are now in a position to deﬁne an equilibrium in the game as a whole.
Deﬁnition 2. An equilibrium with endogenous lobbying is a triple {P∗, Λ∗(P∗),t (P∗,Λ∗(P∗))} such
that (i) P∗ = P(m) is the type of the elected policy-maker; (ii) Λ∗(P∗) is the set of lobbies that form,
given the policy-maker’s type, and t(P∗,Λ∗(P∗)) is the tax chosen by the elected policy-maker.
Note that when the possibility of forming lobbies is introduced, P(m) may not be equal to m. Allowing
for lobbying gives citizens, who are not happy with the electoral result, another instrument: to form a
lobby and ”pay” the policy maker in order to move her policy choice closer to their ideal point. However
this action is anticipated by the other citizens who can react in diﬀerent ways: i) to form a lobby them-
selves, and/or ii) vote for another candidate in the ﬁrst stage of the game. This means that the majority
group is still able to elect its preferred candidate, who is not necessarily the one sharing their ex ante
policy preferences.
We have now succeeded in deﬁning an equilibrium with endogenous lobbying for our model. In the
next section, we characterize this equilibrium. Before we do so, however, we should note two possible
complications. The ﬁrst is that is, conditional on P∗, it is possible to have several equilibrium sets of
lobbies in the resulting subgame.16 The second is that there may be no equilibrium set of lobbies in pure
strategies, Λ∗(P), for some P.17 However, the results stated below apply when there is at least one




We have already obtained a characterization of the equilibrium tax given P,Λ. The next step is to get a
characterization of Λ∗(P) in the case of both centralization and decentralization. A general characteri-
zation is not possible, but we can establish conditions under which citizens of any given type ω want to
lobby given a policy-maker P and given a ﬁxed set of other lobbies. We only present this result for the
16
The following is a numerical example of multiple equilibrium where there are two Nash equilibria, one involving the
formation of two lobbies by the minority groups, the other involving no lobby at all. Consider a jurisdiction in which
the two minority groups ω and v , with preferences parameter θω =0 .3 and θv =0 .9,h a v eas i z eo fnω =1 5 0and
nv =1 0 0respectively. Moreover, the majority group m has preference parameter θω =0 .5. To form a lobby costs an
amount K =1 5unit for each lobby. Consider now the lobbying decision by type ω : if no other lobby exists: their
gain is ∆ω (M,(ω)) = −0.0536, therefor they do not want to lobby alone. However if v types form a lobby, ω types
gain becomes ∆ω (M,(ω,v)) = 0.0383. Now let us turn to the lobbying decisions by v types; their gain to lobby alone is
∆v (M,(v)) = −0.0220 a n dw i t hl o b b yω is ∆ω (M,(ω,v)) = 0.0414. Therefore it is clear that there exist two Nash equilibria
of the lobbying subgame ∆(M)={∅},{ω,v}.¤
17See the proof of proof or Proposition 2 in the Appendix for a characterization of these equilibria.
12case of centralization: a very similar result holds for decentralization.
First deﬁne ∆ω (θ,Λ) which is the gain to lobbying by citizens of preference type ω,in the hypothetical




















Also, allow θ to take any value. It is shown in the appendix that this function is convex in θ, and




l∈Λ/{ω} sl+1 . So, there must be two values of θ at which ∆ω (θ,Λ)=0 . Let these two values be
θ(ω,Λ), θ(ω,Λ) respectively with θ(ω,Λ) < θ(ω,Λ). Then we have:
Proposition 1. Given any policy maker of type P, and other lobbies Λ/{ω}, citizens of type ω wish to
lobby iﬀ θω <θ (ω,Λ) or θω > θ(ω,Λ). Moreover, θ(ω,Λ) <θ min(ω,Λ) < θ(ω,Λ), so if there are no other
lobbies, θ(ω,{ω}) <θ P < θ(ω,{ω}).Finally, θ(ω,Λ) → θ(ω,Λ) as sω →∞ , so if θmin(ω,Λ) 6= θω, there
exists ˆ sω high enough so that for all sω > ˆ sω, citizens of type ω wish to lobby.
The ﬁrst part of the Proposition says lobby formationi sd e t e r m i n e db o t hb yl o b b y i s t sa n dp o l i c y
maker preferences; the more ω types are far from either of them the more lobbying will occur. The
second part of Proposition 1 says that as preference heterogeneity between a group and the policy maker
increases the likelihood for citizens of type ω to form a lobby increases, if no other group lobbies. Finally,
the third part of the Proposition says that bigger groups are more likely to organize a lobby, because the
costs of forming a lobby are shared between more members.
5.2. Strongly Lobby-Free and Non-Lobby-Free Equilibria
We begin by establishing conditions for an endogenous lobbying equilibrium not to be aﬀected by the
introduction of a lobby formation stage. Say that the equilibrium is strongly lobby-free if the equilibrium
is exactly the same as in the model without lobbies. That is, in equilibrium, (i) no lobby forms, and (ii)
the elected policy-maker is of type m under centralization and of type m(k) under decentralization, i.e.
the same type as in the model without lobbying.
Lemma 4. Under decentralization, the equilibrium is strongly lobby-free iﬀ (i) ∆ω(m,{ω}) < 0 for
ω 6= m. Under centralization, the equilibrium is lobby-free iﬀ (i) ∆ω(m,{ω}), ∆ω(m,{ω,v}) < 0, (ii)
∆v(m,{v}) < 0 for ω,ν 6= m, (iii) ∆n(m,{ω,v,m}) < 0, for some n ∈ {ω,v,m}.
So, we see that under decentralization, where only two types of citizens reside in each jurisdiction,
the only condition for an equilibrium not aﬀected by endogenous lobbying is that the minority group will
not lobby alone, if the candidate of type m(k) is elected. The intuition for that is very simple, if citizens
of the minority group do not want to pay the policy maker when there are no other lobbies, it would
13be inconsistent if they paid a bigger amount for a smaller policy deviation, if the majority group were
induced to lobby. This rules out the possibility of a multiple equilibrium where there are either zero or
two lobbies. Note that voting for the candidate with their ex ante policy preferences it is also the best
voting strategy for the majority group if condition (i) holds, because the policy maker will just implement
their ideal policy. So, if the above condition is satisﬁed, introducing the lobbying stage to the model will
not aﬀect the political equilibrium, i.e. the elected policy makers will be the same as in the benchmark,
no contributions will be paid, and no lobbies will form.
Note that, under decentralization the above condition is necessary and suﬃcient for an equilibrium
without lobbying. The reason for this is that the majority group will never prefer an equilibrium where
the candidate of the minority group is elected, if no lobby exists. This equilibrium is always dominated by
the one determined by the election of a candidate of the majority group, whatever the lobbying outcome
associated with this voting equilibrium is.
Under centralization, instead, the conditions of Lemma 4 are only suﬃcient but not necessary for an
equilibrium without lobbies. This is because we can not rule out the possibility of an equilibrium where
a candidate of type ω 6= m is elected and no lobbies have formed. This is however possible only when the
equilibrium of the lobbying subgame for a policy maker of type m involves an equilibrium with one or
more lobbies. However, even if no lobby exist in equilibrium, the political equilibrium is aﬀected because
ad i ﬀerent policy maker is elected compared to the benchmark without lobbying. In this case the threat
of lobbying has aﬀected the political equilibrium, and the policy choice is now the one preferred by the
median group and not by the majority group.
In summary, adding a lobby formation stage to the model will not aﬀect the political equilibrium
only if groups have very close preferences over the public good and/ or minority groups are very small. So,
when lobbying does aﬀect political equilibrium, it is does so in one or both of two ways; either by aﬀecting
the policy choice of a given elected policy-maker, or aﬀecting the identity of the chosen policy-maker.
Since we have already discussed the case where every group lobbies in the full lobbying section,
from now on, we assume that, for at least one group of citizens, lobbying with the other two groups is
never preferred to not lobbying. This rules out the possibility of an equilibrium with three lobbies under
centralization. In formal way, this requires that ∆n(m,{ω,v,z}) < 0, for some n ∈ {ω,v,z}.W h e r e
∆n(.) is the lobbying- not-lobbying payoﬀsd i ﬀerence for a citizen of type n ∈ {ω,v,z} when the set of
lobbies is {ω,v,z}. This implies that the following condition must hold for at least one type of citizen.18
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Note that condition (5.1) must be positive or equal to zero in the exogenous lobbying case, which is
always true when K =0 ,19 for a proof. see the proof of Proposition 1.
18For the calculation of the condition refer to the Appendix where we substitute the relevant t(P,Λ)s.
19K is zero in the exogenous lobby case, since it is assumed to reﬂect the cost of forming a lobby, such as gather information,
held meetings with citizens etc.
14Similarly we can derive the conditions for a political equilibrium aﬀected by endogenous lobbying.
We say that the political equilibrium is not strongly lobby-free if any Nash equilibrium in pure strategies
of the lobbying subgame is with lobbies and or a candidate of type P(m) 6= m is elected. The following
result gives a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the equilibrium to be not strongly lobby free,a n da l s o
gives some characterization of how the potential existence of lobbies impacts on the equilibrium.
Proposition 2. Any equilibrium is not strongly-lobby free iﬀ ∆ω(m,{ω}) 1 0, for at least an ω 6=
m. Assume that this condition holds, then, under decentralization, at least one lobby will form in
equilibrium.
Under centralization:
a) If the majority group has moderate preferences (m = M), at least one lobby will form in equilibrium;
b) if the majority group has extreme preferences (m = L,H), then it is possible that either no lobbies or
at least one lobby will form in equilibrium.
It is interesting to note that, both under decentralization and under centralization (only when the
majority group has moderate preferences), the conditions of Proposition 2 implicitly deﬁne the conditions
for an equilibrium with lobbies, because voting for a candidate with ex ante policy preferences diﬀerent
form the majority group, when the associated lobbying outcome is Λ =( ∅), is always strictly dominated
by any other voting equilibria where the elected policy maker is of is of type m. This is because citizens
of type m can always achieve a better outcome when a type m is elected. Therefore, whoever they vote
for, there will always be at least one lobby.
Under centralization, instead, when the majority group has extreme policy preferences (either L or
H), it is possible that a moderate candidate (of type M) is preferred to the candidate with their ex ante
policy preference, if this voting equilibrium is associated with an equilibrium without lobbies. This is
because citizens of type m vote for a candidate of type M, anticipating the formation of a hostile lobby
if they vote sincerely. In this case the political equilibrium is aﬀected by the threat of lobbying, not by
the formation of lobbies but by aﬀecting the voting stage. So, we have shown that, in a not-lobby-free
equilibrium, even when no lobby forms, the majority extreme group either votes for a more centrist
candidate, or vote for the candidate with their a priori policy preferences who is lobbied by the other
extreme group.
In the next section we propose two ways of measuring the extent of lobbying and we deﬁne the
neutrality conditions with respect to them.
6. Measuring the Extent of Lobbying
So far, we have just established when an equilibrium is strongly lobby-free or not strongly lobby-free.N o w ,
we wish to investigate more how lobbying can be measured. Lobbying can be characterized in several
ways; from the number of existing lobbies, to how much these lobbies have to pay the policy maker, from
how they can aﬀect policy choices, to how they can inﬂuence elections.
15In particular in this paper we consider lobbying from two points of view described below. In this
section we assume that the equilibrium is not strongly lobby-free in the sense of Lemma 3, and we deﬁne
the neutrality conditions with respect to the two ways we characterize lobbying.
6.1. The number of lobbies
The ﬁrst way considers lobbying as the participation of citizens to the lobbying process, measured by
the number of lobbies/lobbyists. From this point of view lobbying will increase under centralization if
the overall number of lobbies and the number of their members rise. Using the analysis developed in the
previous section we can derive the conditions under which no lobby will form in equilibrium, and we say
that the equilibrium is lobby-free if, under centralization, Λ∗ (P∗)={∅}, and, under decentralization,
Λ∗
k (P∗
k)={∅}. So in a lobby-free equilibrium the only condition is that the political equilibrium is without
lobbies. In addition, if a policy maker of type m is elected (P∗(m)=m), the equilibrium is also strongly
lobby-free, but not otherwise.
Proposition 3. Assume that the equilibrium is lobby-free (i.e. Λ∗ (P∗)={∅} and, Λ∗
k (P∗
k)={∅}).
Then, under decentralization: the equilibrium is also strongly lobby-free, so a policy maker of type θm(k)
is elected and t∗
k(P
∗,φ)=t∗
k = θm. Under centralization: if the majority group has moderate preferences
(m = M), the equilibrium is also strongly lobby free, i.e. P∗(m)=θm; if the majority group has extreme
policy preferences (m=L or H), the equilibrium can be not strongly lobby-free, and. P∗(m)=m,M.
Assume that the equilibrium is not lobby-free and one lobby will form (i.e. Λ∗ (P∗)={ω} and Λ∗
k (P∗
k)=
{ω}).Then, both under centralization and decentralization, the lobby to form will never be the friendly
one, i.e. the one formed by citizens sharing the same preferences as the policy maker, so P∗(m)=P and
Λ∗ (P∗)={ω}, ω 6= P.
So we see that , under centralization, when the majority group has extreme policy preference, it
is possible that no lobby forms in equilibrium but a policy maker with moderate policy preferences is
selected by the majority, so the equilibrium is lobby free but not strongly lobby-free.T h i sr e s u l ti sd r i v e n
by the same logic as in the Besley and Coate (2001) paper, where citizens vote strategically in order to
ensure that hostile lobbies will have no eﬀect on policy. However, if we add a lobby formation stage and
we reduce the possible number of candidates, it is not always possible that the majority group is able to
completely oﬀset lobbying inﬂuence by strategic voting. So the majority group may have to compromise
between minimizing its cost of lobbying and achieving a policy choice as close as possible to its ideal one.
Moreover, when only one lobby forms in equilibrium, it will always be the one opposing the policy
maker. Note that the policy maker does not have necessarily to be of type m. This results is consistent
with Austen-Smith and Wright (1992), where if a lobby forms, it will be the one which disagrees with
the policy maker’s ex-ante policy preferences, but is in contrast with Leaver and Makris (2006), where,
because of free-riding within groups, the only possible lobby is the one sharing the same preferences as
the policy maker.
166.1.1. Centralization and the Number of Lobbies
In this section we compare centralization and decentralization outcomes using our ﬁrst deﬁnition of lob-
bying: the number of lobbies formed. We will develop some scenarios and we will discuss the relationship
between the number of lobbies and the level of government in charge of the policy.
Proposition 4. Assume that the majority group under decentralization and under centralization is
moderate (i.e. m=m(A)=m(b)=M)). Then, if centralization is strongly lobby-free so is decentralization;
but not vice versa.
First consider the case where the equilibrium is strongly lobby-free, in the sense of Lemma 3, under
decentralization. Therefore the political equilibrium is the same as the one depicted in the benchmark
without lobbying; i.e. policy makers with preferences m(A) and m(B) are elected in equilibrium and
will implement policy choices tA = θm(A) and tB = θm(B) respectively. Suppose now that the two
jurisdictions decide to centralize and delegate to a common policy maker the policy decision. In order
to make the analysis simpler we focus on the symmetric case where the majority groups in A and B
are both either the extreme groups (L in A and H in B), or the group in the middle (M), and, under
centralization, the majority group is always of type M.I f m(A)=L and m(B)=H,i te a s yt os h o w
that if ∆ω(M,{ω}) > 020,f o rω=L or H, i.e. the equilibrium is not lobby-free for Proposition 2, and
centralization can lead to the formation of 1 or 2 lobbies. If m(A)=m(B)=M, there will be two lobbies
in equilibrium iﬀ ∆L(M,{H,L}) > 0, and ∆H(M,{H,L}) > 0, and zero otherwise. So, it possible that
moving from decentralization to centralization determines a formation of lobbies from a strongly lobby-
free equilibrium. When the decision whether or not to centralize policy is taken, this must be taken into
account, because not necessarily a strongly lobby free equilibrium can be supported under centralization.
Consider the opposite case of a strongly lobby-free equilibrium with centralization, where the majority
groups are of type m = m(k), for k=A, B, and consider the decision to decentralize. It is easy to show that,
the political equilibrium remains necessarily strongly lobby-free, this follows from Lemma 4. If instead
m 6= m(k), it is possible to have equilibria with lobbies under decentralization, since the conditions for
a strongly lobby-free equilibrium under centralization do not rule out the possibility of an equilibrium
with lobbies under decentralization, from Lemma 4.
It is also interesting to consider the situation analyzed in the exogenous full lobbying scenario with
respect to endogenous lobbying. Consider the case where preference heterogeneity among groups is very
high such that under decentralization, every citizen group will form a lobby in A and in B, like under
the full lobbying benchmark. If we move to centralization, and M = m, and the two extreme groups
oﬀset each others inﬂuence by lobbying, the majority group does not need to form a lobby to preserve
its interest. In this situation, the majority group will be strictly better oﬀ under centralization, since
its able to achieve its favorite policy choice without lobbying. A suﬃcient condition for this is that
∆M(M,{L,H,M}) < 0. So in this situation the number of lobbies has decreased from four overall to
only two, and the majority group will beneﬁt from centralization since, if the extreme group have the
20It easy to check that any Nash equilibrium in pure strategies implies at least one lobby will form.
17same power, they can achieve their ideal policy choice without lobbying.21 The overall welfare eﬀect for
the society is however ambiguous: on one hand, under decentralization the costs associated with lobby
formation are higher because more lobbies will form, on the other hand, compare to the benchmark, the
policy choice is the eﬃcient one.22 However, when more than one lobby exists the policy maker is able
to capture most of the surplus,23 and lobbyists may be worse oﬀ,i n s t e a d .
So we have shown that the number of lobbies can either increase or decrease under centralization.
Since the model is very general and allows both for diﬀerent preference distribution between and within
jurisdictions and preference heterogeneity across groups, we cannot establish a unique relationship be-
tween centralization and lobbies. However we can make some predictions: i) in general if centralization
increases preference heterogeneity, (for sure preference heterogeneity will not decrease!), ceteris paribus,
lobbying is more likely to occur; ii) if centralization increases the number of groups in the economy, lob-
bying is less likely to occur because citizens have more options at the election stage and prevent lobbying
by voting for alternative candidates; ﬁnally, iii) if centralization aﬀects groups size lobbying increases,
given the assumption that the cost of lobbying constitution is ﬁxed and equally shared among members.
6.2. The eﬀect of lobbying on policy determination
The second way in which lobbying can be measured considers the diﬀerence between the policy choice
determined under the benchmark without lobbying ( t∗ = θm and t∗
k = θm(k)) and the policy choice




k))) . The next Proposition
discusses the conditions under which the equilibrium is policy-neutral, i.e. the same policy as under the










θm(k)). Under decentralization the equilibrium is also lobby-free. Under centralization; a) if the major-
ity group has moderate policy preferences (m = M) the equilibrium can be not lobby-free, and the
political equilibrium can be either {P∗,Λ∗(P∗),t ∗Λ∗(P∗)} = {m, ∅,θm},or {P∗,Λ∗(P∗),t ∗Λ∗(P∗)} =
{m, {L,H},θ m},i fnL |θL − θM|=nH |θH − θM|; b) If the majority group has extreme policy preferences
(m=L, H), the equilibrium is also strongly lobby free.


















Under centralization,a) If the majority group has moderate policy preferences (m = M), and i) one
lobby forms in equilibrium, there is policy moderation and, in particular, θm >t ∗(P∗,{l∗}) >θ l, if
21Note that if we look at the result of the benchmark, the majority group is indiﬀerent between centralization and
decentralization, since they can always achieve their ideal policy.
22Given the notion of truthful equilibrium develop by Bernheim and Whinston (1986) the policy maker maximizes jointly
her and lobbyists’ utilities. It follows immediately that in a world where every individual lobbies the optimal provision of
public is achieved and the society on the whole achieves the maximum level of utility feasible.
23See DGH for a discussion about that.
18θm <θ l,o rθl >t ∗(P∗,{l∗}) >θ m if θm >θ l , and ii) two lobbies form, there is policy moderation,
unless Λ∗ = {L,H}, and nL |θL − θM|=nH |θH − θM|.
b) If the majority group has extreme policy preferences (m = L,H), and no lobby have formed, the
equilibrium tax, t∗(P
∗,∅)=θM, so there is policy moderation and the equilibrium is lobby-free. If at
least one lobby forms there is always policy moderation so θH >t ∗(P∗,Λ∗(P∗)) >θ L.
So we see that it is possible that, even if no lobby will form in equilibrium, the equilibrium policy
is not-policy neutral, because a policy maker with policy preferences diﬀerent from the majority group
will be elected. This is the case where, under centralization, the majority group has extreme policy
preferences and, in order to stop minority groups from lobbying, votes for the candidate with moderate
policy preferences.
If, instead, lobbies form, the equilibrium is in general not-policy neutral. This is because, in a one-
lobby equilibrium, the lobby will not have an eﬀe c to np o l i c yo n l yi fi ti sf o r m e db yc i t i z e n ss h a r i n gt h e
same preference as the policy maker and the latter is of type m.H o w e v e r ,w eh a v er u l e do u tt h a tt h i s
equilibrium exists in pure strategies, both under centralization and decentralization. Under centralization
and in a two-lobby equilibrium, the equilibrium may be policy neutral only in very special case. That is
when the majority group has preference type M and that a policy maker of type M is lobbied by both
extreme groups, which also must have the same power (i.e. nL |θL − θM|=nH |θH − θM|). In summary,
the policy choice can be unaﬀected by lobbies only if preference heterogeneity between groups is very
high, and the extreme groups are balanced. This is in contrast with the main result of Leaver and Makris
(2006), where the only possible equilibrium with lobbies is the one where only the ”friendly” lobby will
form. In our model, this can only be an equilibrium in mixed strategies and can occur when the majority
group is very large relatively to the minority and preference heterogeneity is not very high, such that it
is too ”expensive” for the minority to lobby when the majority does. Note that in this equilibrium the
lobby will not pay any contribution because the policy maker implements her ap r i o r ipolicy choice, and
the lobby does not aﬀect this choice.
The question whether or not lobbying aﬀects policy in equilibrium has been debated by several
papers. On one hand, Besley and Coate (2001) and Leaver and Makris (2006) found that lobbying
never aﬀects policy. In the ﬁrst case, Besley and Coate in their citizen-candidate model with exogenous
lobbies, suggest that the reason is that citizens can predict lobbying activity and oﬀset their inﬂuence by
strategically voting for a candidate of a diﬀerent type; of course this is possible when the set of possible
candidates is wide enough for this choice. In the second case, the authors suggest that free-riding prevents
lobbies from forming, so that no contributions are due in equilibrium, and this situation corresponds to
the one where only the friendly lobby will form. On the other hand, Felli and Merlo (2006) argue with
this result and demonstrate that lobbying always matters. They show that an ”extremist” candidate is
elected and implements a ”centrist” policy, which diﬀers from the median voter preferred outcome. In
general, our results extend Felli and Merlo ﬁnding, by showing that in general the possibility of lobbying
move the policy choice toward moderation, even when no lobby forms in equilibrium.
19Another related question is whether or not lobbies pay any contribution in equilibrium. From our
previous analysis, as a corollary of the results, it follows that
Corollary 1. If lobbies form they will always pay contributions in equilibrium.
This result is in contrast with Leaver and Makris’ (2006) ﬁndings, where lobbies never pay contri-
butions in equilibrium. This occurs because if lobbies will form, it can only be the friendly one, which,
in absence of lobbies’ competition, does not need to pay. In our model, however, the reverse is true: if
a single lobby will form in equilibrium it will never be the one sharing the policy maker’s same ex-ante
policy preferences.
6.2.1. Centralization and Lobbying Inﬂuence on Policy
We now present two scenarios where moving from decentralization to centralization aﬀect policy in
diﬀerent directions. In the ﬁrst one, we analyze the case where the equilibrium is strongly lobby-free
under decentralization, i.e. no lobbies form in equilibrium and the policy maker is the same as in the
benchmark, and lobby-neutral but not lobby-free, i.e. no lobbies will form, under centralization. The
second case analyzed corresponds to the situation, where, both under centralization and decentralization,
policy makers of type M are elected and lobbied by the two extreme groups.
More in details, consider two jurisdictions where the majority group in A are L type citizens, and,
in B, H types, and nL >n H,n M. Preference heterogeneity between the extreme groups and the median
group is relatively low, such that under decentralization no lobby forms in equilibrium and the candidate
of the majority is elected. Under centralization, however, the majority group L, is not able to achieve
its optimal policy choice by voting for the candidate with its ex -ante policy preferences, since she will
be lobbied by type H. In this situation the extreme group L, may prefer the equilibrium generated by
the election of the candidate with of type M, if it is associate with an equilibrium with no lobbies. This
scenario is described in more formal way in our next Proposition.
Proposition 6 Suppose that L = m(A)=m, H = m(B). If under decentralization conditions of Lemma
4 hold, the equilibrium is strongly lobby free. If under centralization conditions of Proposition 5 b)
hold, the equilibrium is lobby-free but not policy-neutral.
This scenario shows that the threat of lobbying can change the majority group voting strategy such
that the political equilibrium is lobby-free but not policy-neutral. In other words, lobbies do not have to
exist to aﬀect policy, because voters anticipate the political equilibrium associated with the election of
every candidate and vote for the one who, in equilibrium, selects the policy choice closest to their ideal one
and is the cheapest to buy. Note that, when the majority group has extreme policy preferences, lobbying
ensures that a more centrist policy is implemented either via the election of a ”moderate” candidate or by
the formation of opposing lobbies. However, note that the possibility that an equilibrium that is lobby-
free but not policy-neutral arises only under centralization, where three groups of citizens exist. Under
centralization every equilibrium without lobby is always strongly lobby-free, since the majority group
20will never vote for the candidate of the minority if the equilibrium is lobby-neutral. This equilibrium is
dominated by any others determined by voting for the candidate of the majority. So, in this situation,
the preference dilution eﬀect works in the opposite direction. The welfare consequences of lobbying are
therefore an increase in the overall welfare for the society, if the ﬁx costs of lobby constitution are less
than the welfare gain, since the policy choice is closer to the average of residents’ ideal points, which is
the eﬃcient outcome under the Samuelson rule.24
Let us now turn to the case where the two extreme groups lobby both under centralization and
decentralization, with a policy maker of type M being elected.
Proposition 7 Suppose that the majority groups are always moderate, and the extreme groups lobby
both under decentralization and under centralization, the eﬀect of lobbying is higher under decentraliza-
tion.
(For a characterization of these equilibria see the proof of Proposition 2.)




|t∗ (k) − t∗(k)(M,{ω})| = (6.1)
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
nL (θL − θM)
nL +1
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ +
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
nH (θH − θM)
nH +1
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯,
with ω = L if k=A, and ω = H if k = B.
The policy deviation under centralization is, instead;
Γc = |t∗ − t∗ (M,{L,H})| = (6.2)
|
nL (θL − θM)
nL + nH +1
+
nH (θM − θH)
nL + nH +1
|.
So it is clear that Γd > Γc , since the denominators in Γd are always smaller that the denominators
in Γc while the numerators are the same and also in Γc the two fractions have opposite sign. Note also
that if lobbies have the same power there is not policy deviation in equilibrium under centralization, since
the two groups oﬀset each other inﬂuence.
Under decentralization the policy makers will eﬀectively move their policy choice toward lobbies
preferences, while under centralization, since the two lobbies have opposite interests, they will just oﬀset
each other and they will not be able to move the policy from the ex ante policy maker’s ideal policy if
lobbies have the same power.
24The notion of eﬃciency used here is the one determined by the Samuelson rule, where the sum of marginal rate of
substitution is equal to the marginal rate of transformation, which in our case is:G∗ =
S





(i.e. the optimal policy choice that the economy can achieve is determined by an average of its members preferences.)
However under plurality voting, if citizens vote sincerely over the set of candidates, this outcome is not achieved, because
the majority group is able to elect its preferred candidate.
21So we see that, under decentralization, the policy choice will be biased toward the minority, and
therefore the majority of residents will be worse oﬀ from lobbying. Under centralization, if the lobbies
have the same power, the welfare consequences for the society are negative, there will be no inﬂuence on
policy in either direction but there will be a waste of resources associated with the cost of lobby formation
(which in reality can be thought as the costs of renting oﬃces, organizing people, collecting information
etc.).25 Under centralization, if lobbies do not have the same power, the policy choice will move toward
the ideal point of the ”strongest” lobby, but the welfare consequences are ambiguous: ﬁrst, we have to
take into account the waste of resources associated with lobby constitution, second, we have to consider
whether or not the policy choice gets close to the optimal policy choice under the Samuelson rule.
Remark 1. If lobbying does not have any eﬀect on policy it is always harmful, and limiting the possi-
bilities of lobbying by increasing the cost of entrance will improve welfare.
In these situations the society will not have any beneﬁts from lobbying and any measure preventing
groups to organize will increase the welfare of the society by K amount for each lobby. For instance it is
possible to make lobbying more diﬃcult by restricting the regulations on lobby constitutions.
Moreover, the consequences on policy and the amount of resources spent by the lobbyists are diﬀerent.
In this situation the lobbyists will have to pay a smaller amount to the policy maker for a bigger policy
deviation under decentralization.
Remark 2. In an equilibrium where lobbyists and policy maker are the same under decentralization and
centralization, the minority groups will prefer decentralization and the majority centralization.
This can be relevant if the choice to centralize or decentralize is endogenous. Consider the proposal
of moving from centralization to decentralization by mean of a referendum, if votes are aggregated at
central level and the number of citizens belonging to the extreme groups is bigger than the majority
group, decentralization will pass; it will not otherwise. Suppose that, instead, citizens are asked their
opinion about moving from decentralization to centralization, if votes are aggregated at the decentralized
level, centralization will passe, because it is preferred by the majority in the two jurisdictions. Note that
under the benchmark, where the possibility of lobbying is not taken into account, citizens are indiﬀerent
between centralization and decentralization, if you abstract from economies of scale arguments.
We have presented two scenarios where the eﬀect of centralization on lobbying is analyzed. Even with
respect to this way of measuring lobbying we have shown that the eﬀect of centralization on lobbying
and its direction are not unique. We have shown that, under centralization, it is possible to have an
equilibrium no lobbies but an eﬀect on policy. The reason for that is that citizens take into account
25Note that the potential waste of resources generated by lobbying and stressed by the rent-seeking literature arises from
the cost of forming a lobby rather than by the contributions oﬀered to the policy maker ( among others Tullock (1980)) or
by the additional incentive to run for an oﬃce that citizens have in the citizen-candidate model with lobbying (Besley and
Coate (2001)).
22lobbying generated by the election of each candidate, when they make their voting decision. In this
respect the ”threat” of lobbying can itself aﬀect the political equilibrium, without observing any lobby
formation.
But it is also possible that, under centralization, lobbies may be counteractive, in the sense that they
form only to contrast the eﬀect of an opposing lobby. In this situation, in the (very unusual!) event that
they have the same power, their overall eﬀect on policy will be zero. Of course, if coordination between
groups were possible, both groups will be better oﬀ if they would not form a lobby.
In general, in our setting, we have shown that, when lobbies form, what determines their overall
eﬀect on policy are the diﬀerent alternatives available to citizens. More in details, in the benchmark we
have shown that the optimal outcome for each group of citizens is the one achieved by the policy maker
belonging to their group. However when lobbying is introduced, the policy maker does not necessarily
have the same objective function as the citizens of her group any more, because she can increase her utility
by ”selling” her policy choices to the highest bidders. Knowing this, the citizens belonging to the majority
group can try to oﬀset lobbying by voting for another candidate or by lobbying themselves. Whatever
they do, their objective is to minimize the policy deviation generated by lobbying. Their success depends
on several factors:(i) the existence of many voting alternatives which generate better outcomes, (ii) their
relative size compared to the other groups, (iii) the cost of forming a lobby.
7. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper has analyzed the relationship between the level of centralization of policy decision and lobby
formation. We have developed a formal framework where we combine the citizen-candidate model with the
menu-auction model of lobbying, extended to endogenous lobbying. We have discussed the relationship
between our results and existing results in the lobbying literature, and their implications for the analysis
of endogenous lobby and policy centralization.
First, in our model there is no equilibrium in pure strategies where lobbying can be counteractive
in Leaver and Makris (2006) way, in the sense that only the ”friendly” lobby26 will form in order to
counteract the possibility that other groups will organize; in this case no contributions will be oﬀered to
the policy maker. However, in our setting, lobbying can be counteractive in the sense of Austen-Smith
and Wright (1992), where two lobbies form in order to oﬀset each others inﬂuence, in this case positive
contributions are oﬀered to the policy maker. This form of lobby competition can occur when preference
heterogeneity between groups is high and groups are large, and, in the special case where lobbies have
t h es a m e” p o w e r ” ,there will not be an eﬀect of lobbying on policy.
Second, apart from the special case described above, lobbying generally induces the policy maker to
change her policy; this can happen both when only one lobby exists or when lobbies compete. In the
ﬁrst case the lobby will be the one formed by citizens with preference opposing the policy maker’s, and
it requires that preferences heterogeneity between groups is not very high. When more than one lobby
26The one by the group sharing the same preferences of the policy maker.
23exists in equilibrium, since the policy choice is an average between lobbies and policy maker preferences,
the overall eﬀect will increase the less lobbies are able to counteract each others. Consistently with Felli
and Merlo (2006), lobbying may inﬂuence policy and move the policy choice toward the center, when
the majority group has extreme preferences. This can happen either by the election of a more centrist
candidate compare to the candidate with the preference of the majority group, or by the formation of
antagonist lobbies.
F i n a l l y ,w eh a v ep r e s e n t e dt h ec a s ew h e r ea ne q u i l i b r i u mm a yb elobby-free but not policy-neutral.
This can happen, only under centralization, when the majority group has extreme policy preferences
and, in order to prevent the formation of a hostile lobby, the majority group votes for a more moderate
candidate. So we see that lobbying can induce policy moderation even when no lobby forms.
In order to compare the political equilibrium under policy decentralization and policy centralization,
we have proposed two ways in which the extent of lobbying can be measured: i) the number of lobbies,
and ii) their impact on policy. We have shown that lobbying is aﬀected by the level of government
who decides the policy. However, contrary to the preference dilution eﬀect, which deﬁnes an inverse
relationship between the level of centralization and lobbying; we have shown that the direction of this
relationship is actually ambiguous, with respect to the two ways of measuring lobbying. We have presented
scenarios where lobbying is higher under centralization and scenarios where the opposite is true.
In general groups are more likely to form a lobby when the minorities have preference quite dissimilar
to majority and when they are large (i.e. uniform distribution of preferences). Both results seem to
support the idea that lobbying is higher under centralization where we expect both higher preference
heterogeneity and groups of bigger size. However we have also shown that lobbying is less likely to form
when citizens are divided into many diﬀerent groups. We have found that lobbies are less likely to form in
small jurisdiction, or in jurisdictions where the majority group is very large compare to minority groups,
or when where residents are fragmented in many groups.
There is still a lot to be done to develop a more complicated picture of the eﬀect of policy central-
ization on lobbying. First, in this model we only have accounted for preference heterogeneity among
consumers, a more sophisticated representation of the reality could improve the analysis: for example,
we could introduce diﬀerent factor owners or diﬀerent income distributions. Second, we assume that
citizens vote sincerely over the set of candidates. It would be interesting to explore strategic voting and
endogenous lobbying.
Finally, centralization and decentralization are here depicted in a very stylized way, it would probably
be worth to take into account diﬀerent concepts of centralization like the existence of diﬀerent levels of
government at the same time.
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268. Appendix
Derivation of the truthful contributions
Following Dixit, Grossman and Helpman (1997), truthful contributions, Cω(t,P), oﬀered by lobby
ω ∈ Λ, are calculated such as: the policy maker ,P, i) maximizes her utility, taking into account lobbies’
contribution payments, t∗ =a r gm a x t HP(t,
P
l∈Λ Cl (t)); and, ii) receives the same utility he would have
got without lobby ω oﬀer; i.e. HP(t,
P
l∈Λ Cl (t)) = maxt HP(t,
P
l∈Λ/ω Cl (t),0), provided that the
contributions are positive. Therefore, contributions, Cω(t(P,Λ)), oﬀered by lobby ω , for centralization,
are calculated such that 1−t(P,Λ))+θP ln2t(P,Λ))n+Cω(t(P,Λ))+
P
















P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n1 .Calculation of ∆ω(P,Λ)=Hω(P,Λ) − Hω(P,Λ/ω).
Case i) Λ = {ω}. So t(P,{ω})=θωsω+θP
sω+1 and t(P,{∅})=θP.








sω = ∆2 if ω 6= P (8.2)
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The ﬁrst part of the Proposition analyses the relationship between preference heterogeneity, calcu-
lated as the distance between diﬀerent groups preference parameter θ.In what follow we study analytically
the diﬀerent ∆ functions which represents, the lobbying non-lobbying decisions faced by each group, once
the identity of the policy maker is known, and anticipating other groups’ behavior. i) and ii) preference
27heterogeneity:
∂∆1
∂θω =0 for any θ
∂∆2
∂θω =l nθP+nωθω
(nω+1)θP for θω =θP A = ∂2∆2
∂θω = nω






(θP+nvθv) for θω = θP+nvθv

















Conditions in (8.3) are monotonically decreasing until they reach their minimum at the value deﬁned
in (8.3), and then they become monotonically increasing. Let us implicitly deﬁne θ(ω,Λ) and θ(ω,Λ)
the lower and upper values that make (8.3) equal to 0. At these values citizens of type ω are indiﬀerent
between lobbying and not lobbying. Note that as θω move away from θP the functions increases, and
therefore the likelihood for lobbying increases.
iii) groups size. Moreover if we take the derivative of A,B,C and D with respect to group size nω






(nvθv+θP+nωθω)2 > 0; ∂B






(nv+nω)2 > 0 ∂C






(nvθv+nωθω)2 > 0 ∂D
∂nv = − nωθω
(nvθv+nωθω)2 < 0
This implies that the slope of A,B,C and D increases in nω and decreases in nv.N o t et h a ta snω
increases the minimum value of the above functions increases.¤
Proof of Lemma 2. We show the case under centralization and we omit decentralization, since
similar results apply. Deﬁne the function Ψm (P)=C(m,∆) − C(P,∆):
Ψm (P)=
P
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The candidate of type m is elected if Ψm (P) ≤ 0.
In order to check the sign of Ψm (P),c o n s i d e rﬁrst the case where t(m,Λ/{m})=t(ω,Λ/{m})=









t∗∗. This value of the func-
tion is 0 when it is evaluated at x = t∗∗, and this point is also the maximum value of the function,
since
∂Ψmt(m,Λ/{m})=t(ω,Λ/{m})
∂t(m,Λ/{m}) 1 0 for x 0 t∗∗ and negative otherwise. So Ψmt(m,Λ/{m})=t(ω,Λ/{m}) is always
negative if x 6= t∗∗; now consider the case where t(m,Λ/{m})=x + d, and substitute it into C(m,∆),
the derivative of
∂C(m,∆)
∂d is positive when d<x− t(ω,Λ/{m}), which is never true by construction. So
Ψm 0 0 is always negative and therefore P∗(m)=m.¤
Proof of Lemma 3. First, for convenience, deﬁne |θL − θM| = d + x and |θH − θM| = d. Case
i) if m=m(A)=m(B)=M, and substituting the correspondent values into (3.4) and (3.5), we get that






¯ ¯ ¯.Case ii) if m=M, m(A)=L and m(B)=H, and substituting









which is true only for some values of our parameters. It easy to check that all the other possible
combinations are also ambiguous, so we omit the proof.¤
P r o o fo fL e m m a4 . (a) Decentralization. Also, ∆ω(m,{ω}) > ∆ω(m,{ω,m}) because both






∂ω .S o , 0 > ∆ω(m,{ω}) > ∆ω(m,{ω,m}). As agents of type ω never want to
lobby, it remains to show that majority group m will never want to lobby a policy-maker of type m on
their own , i.e. ∆m(m,{m}) < 0. But it is shown in the Appendix (eqn 3.31) that ∆m(m,{m}) < 0. (b)
Centralization. First, note that the conditions stated rule out an equilibrium where just one minority
group lobbies, and we know also that ∆m(m,{m}) < 0. Second, the condition ∆ω(m,{ω,v}) < 0 rules
out an equilibrium where both minority groups lobby. Third, as 0 > ∆ω(m,{ω}) > ∆ω(m,{ω,m}), there
is no equilibrium where the majority and one minority group lobby. Finally, condition (iii) rules out a
lobby of all three types. ¤
Proof. of Proposition 2. We characterize all possible lobbying equilibria when ∆ω(m,{ω}) 1
0.Decentralization. Assume ﬁrst a candidate of type m has been elected. There are two possibili-
ties: (i) ∆m(m,{ω,m}) < 0 and (ii) ∆m(m,{ω,m}) ≥ 0. In case (i), clearly an equilibrium with no
lobbies is impossible, and Λ = {ω} is an equilibrium. In case (ii), Λ = {m,ω} is an equilibrium
if ∆ω(m,{ω,m}) ≥ 0. Also: otherwise, there is a one-equilibrium lobby, {ω} if ∆ω(m,{ω,m}) ≥ 0
and ∆m(m,{ω,m}) < 0 and there is an equilibrium in mixed strategies otherwise. We can calculate



















for players type ω. Now suppose a candidate of type
ω has been elected and no lobby forms: this is impossible, as all citizens of type m would prefer to
vote for m, as Hm(ω,∅) <H m(m,Λ) for all Λ = ∅,{ω},{m},{m,ω}. This is because if m is elected,
the policy outcome will always be between θm and θω, whereas if ω is elected and there is no lob-
bying, the policy outcome is θω i.e. worst for them. (b) Centralization: if ∆ω(m,{ω,v}) 1 0 there
are four possibilities: (i) ∆v(m,{v}) 1 0 and ∆v(m,{ω,v}) 1 0. In case (i) Λ = {ω,v} is an equi-
librium. Case (ii) ∆v(m,{v}) 1 0 and ∆v(m,{ω,v}) < 0. In case (ii) Λ = {ω} is an equilibrium.
Case (iii) ∆v(m,{v}) < 0 and ∆v(m,{ω,v}) < 0. In case (iii) Λ = {ω} is an equilibrium. Case (iv)
∆v(m,{v}) < 0 and ∆v(m,{ω,v}) 1 0. In case (iv) Λ = {ω,v} is an equilibrium. if ∆ω(m,{ω,v}) < 0
there are four possibilities: (i) ∆v(m,{v}) 1 0 and ∆v(m,{ω,v}) 1 0. In case (i) Λ = {v} is an
equilibrium. Case (ii) ∆v(m,{v}) 1 0 and ∆v(m,{ω,v}) < 0. In case (ii), Λ = {ω},{v} is an equilib-
rium. Case (iii) ∆v(m,{v}) < 0 and ∆v(m,{ω,v}) < 0. In case (iii) Λ = {ω} is an equilibrium. Case
(iv) ∆v(m,{v}) < 0 and ∆v(m,{ω,v}) 1 0, there is no equilibrium in pure strategies, the equilibrium in








∆ω(m,{v,ω})−∆ω(m,{ω})). Moreover, if voting for P(m)=m at the election stage is not a voting equi-
librium, the political equilibrium will be anyway aﬀected by lobbying through election, even when no
lobby forms, so P∗(m)=ω, ω 6= m. However we can show that when the majority group is of type
29M, {ω,∅,θω} can not be a political equilibrium. Suppose that if P(m)=ω∗,t h e nΛ(ω∗)=∅. So if
P(m)=m,it is easy to check that the only possible lobbying equilibria are Λ∗(m)={∅},{ω}. This
is because if Λ(ω∗)=∅, then ∆v(ω,{ω}),∆v(ω,{v,ω}) 6 0, so also ∆v(m,{ω}),∆v(m,{v,ω}) 6 0 for
Proposition 1. So in both cases the associate policy outcome t(M,Λ(M)) = θM , θM+nωθω
nω+1 is preferred
to t(ω,Λ(ω)) = θω. When, instead the majority group is extreme (L or H), we can not rule out that
P(m)=M is a voting equilibrium when Λ∗(M)=∅, but for the same reasoning as before we can rule
out that P(m)=ω is a voting equilibrium if the associated lobbying equilibrium is Λ∗(ω)=∅, with
ω 6= M,m.¤
P r o o fo fP r o p o s i t i o n3 .See the proof of Proposition 2. Derivation of an equilibrium lobby free
but not strongly lobby free under centralization. From Proposition 2, if ∆ω(m,{ω}) 1 0 the equilibrium
is not lobby-free. ∆ω(M,{ω}) < 0 and ∆m(M,{m}) < 0 and ∆m(M,{m,ω}) < 0 or ∆ω(M,{m,ω}) < 0
ensure that Λ∗(M)=∅ is an equilibrium set of lobbies. Part (ii) says that if Hm(M,∅) >H m(m,Λ) than
M∗ = P(m).¤
Proof of Corollary 1. Given the truthful contribution functions (8.1), Cω(t(P,Λ)) = 0 iﬀ t(P,Λ)=
t(ω,{ω}), for ω = L,M,H. Is it proved in Proposition 2 that this can never be an equilibrium in pure
strategies of the lobbying subgame because for any ω ∆ω (ω,{ω}) < 0. A full characterization of this
equilibrium is in Proposition 2. ¤
Proof of Proposition 5.Decentralization. In order that t∗(P∗,Λ∗)=t(m,∅), Λ∗ 6= ∅, the only
possibility with two types of citizens is that P∗ = m and Λ∗ 6= {m}. However it is easy to show
that this can never be an equilibrium in pure strategy. In order that at least one lobby will form, we
require that the condition for an equilibrium with lobbies of Proposition 2 holds (i.e. ∆ω(m,{ω}) 1 0).
Moreover, we need that the additional conditions ∆ω(m,{m,ω}) < 0 and ∆m(m,{m,ω}) > 0 hold.
Combining all these three conditions together and remembering that ∆m(m,{m}) is always negative, it
easy to check that an equilibrium in pure strategies does not exist. See the same case in Proposition
3. Centralization. In order t∗(P∗,Λ∗)=t(m,{∅}), Λ∗ 6= ∅,we require either that (i) P∗ = m and
Λ∗ = {m} or, if m = M and nω |θω − θP|=nv |θv − θP|, that P∗ = m,a n dΛ∗ = {v,ω}.P a r t s u b( i ) :
for the same arguments as before the only possible equilibrium is in mixed strategies. Part sub (ii):
for m = M and ω,ν 6= m, if ∆ω(m,{ω}) 1 0 and ∆ω(m,{ω,v}) 1 0 there is a lobbying equilibrium
where Λ =( ω,v) for Proposition 3 part (i) and since nω |θω − θP|=nv |θv − θP| the policy choice will
be t∗(m∗,{ω,v}∗)=θM. Note that this is also the most preferred political equilibrium for type m since
Hm(m,{v,ω})=Hm(m,{∅}),a n dHm(m,{∅}) (the payoﬀs under the benchmark). Finally a three-lobby
equilibrium, where lobbies do not aﬀect policy is ruled out, since the necessary condition on preference
distribution is the same as the one for two-lobby equilibrium (nω |θω − θP|=nv |θv − θP|), however if
this is the case and ∆ω(m,{v,ω,m}) 1 0 for both extreme groups, it follows that ∆m(m,{v,ω,m}) is
necessarily negative since Hm(m,{m,v,ω}) <H m(m,{v,ω})=Hm(m,{∅}), b e c a u s ei na l lt h r e ec a s e s
t∗(P∗,Λ∗)=θP but in the ﬁrst one group type m will have to pay contributions to the policy maker. ¤
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